Soon after the synthesis of two-dimensional (2D) ultrathin black phosphorus and fabrication of field effect transistors thereof, theoretical studies have predicted that other group-VA elements (or pnictogens), N, As, Sb, and Bi can also form stable, single-layer (SL) structures. These were nitrogene in a buckled honeycomb structure, arsenene, antimonene, and bismuthene in a buckled honeycomb, as well as washboard and square-octagon structures with unusual mechanical, electronic, and optical properties. Subsequently, theoretical studies are followed by experimental efforts that aim at synthesizing these novel 2D materials. Currently, research on 2D pnictogens has been a rapidly growing field revealing exciting properties, which offers diverse applications in flexible electronics, spintronics, thermoelectrics, and sensors. This review presents an evaluation of the previous experimental and theoretical studies until 2019, in order to provide input for further research attempts in this field. To this end, we first reviewed 2D, SL structures of group-VA elements predicted by theoretical studies with an emphasis placed on their dynamical and thermal stabilities, which are crucial for their use in a device. The mechanical, electronic, magnetic, and optical properties of the stable structures and their nanoribbons are analyzed by examining the effect of external factors, such as strain, electric field, and substrates. The effect of vacancy defects and functionalization by chemical doping through adatom adsorption on the fundamental properties of pnictogens has been a critical subject. Interlayer interactions in bilayer and multilayer structures, their stability, and tuning their physical properties by vertical stacking geometries are also discussed. Finally, our review is concluded by highlighting new research directions and future perspectives on the challenges in this emerging field.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, there has been growing interest in twodimensional (2D) materials due to their unique chemical, mechanical, electronic, and optical properties. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Motivated by the synthesis of graphene and its extraordinary properties, [4] [5] [6] researchers have focused on predicting and synthesizing 2D allotropes of other elements and compounds. On the theoretical front, these efforts led to the prediction of 2D allotropes of group-IV elements, group IV, III-V, and II-VI compounds, 7-15 silicon dioxides, 16 transition metal dioxides 17, 18 and dichalcogenides, 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] monochalcogenides, [23] [24] [25] and alkali-earth metal hydroxides. 26, 27 It was shown that these 2D materials display diverse electronic, optical, and magnetic properties for a wide range of technological applications, such as optoelectronics, spintronics, catalysts, chemical and biological sensors, supercapacitors, solar cells, nanotribology, [28] [29] [30] hydrogen production, and lithium or sodium ion batteries. 31, 32 Very recently, the synthesis of ultrathin, 2D black phosphorus, through exfoliation from its layered bulk counterparts, has brought the suspended 2D monolayers and multilayers of group-VA elements [33] [34] [35] into the focus of current research. Specifically, the field effect transistors (FETs) fabricated on few-layer black phosphorus 33 showed a high field-effect mobility up to 1000 cm 2 /V s at room temperature for a thickness of $10 nm. 33 Additionally, on the basis of first-principles calculations, blue phospherene, also named as buckled honeycomb phospherene, was predicted to be a stable allotrope. 34 As the growing research on phosphorene unveiled interesting properties, such as anisotropy, layer-dependent photoluminescence (PL) and quasi 1D excitations, 33, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] the quest for predicting similar 2D allotropes of other group-VA elements attracted the interest of many researchers.
Only after two years from the synthesis of black phosphorene, theoretical studies have predicted stable, monolayer structures and thin films of group-VA elements, such as N, As, Sb, and Bi. Seminal results are summarized in Fig. 1 . These materials were named as nitrogene 44 in the hexagonal buckled (hb) structure, arsenene in hb-and symmetric washboard (sw) structures, 45 and antimonene 46, 47 and bismuthene 48 in either hb-or asymmetric washboard (aw) structures. Later, phosphorene, arsenene, antimonene, and bismuthene were predicted to form also stable square-octagon (so) structures, 49 as well as other exotic structures. Their stabilities at room temperature were justified by calculating their phonon frequencies and performing high temperature molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 44, 46, 48, 50, 51 In contrast to semimetallic monolayers of group-IV elements, monolayers of group-VA elements are stable semiconductors with bandgaps suitable for several device applications, which have been the driving force for numerous theoretical and experimental studies. Motivated by these growing research activities, this paper presents a concise review of the most recent studies on 2D monolayer and multilayer pnictogens and also an outline of future prospects and emerging challenges in theory and applications. Our objective is to draw attention to seminal theoretical and experimental studies with the hope of shedding light on future research. Previous papers on phosphorene [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] and other pnictogens 59, [61] [62] [63] [64] are complemented by placing emphasis on the most recent achievements. This review predominantly focuses and presents exhaustive results on: (i) the most recent progress in 2D pnictogen research, (ii) features which have not been reviewed before, and (iii) provides a very extensive and comprehensive literature survey on 2D pnictogens.
II. ATOMIC STRUCTURE, ENERGETICS, STABILITY, AND THERMAL PROPERTIES
While nitrogene appears only in the hb form, 44 monolayers of other pnictogens can form stable hb-, sw-or aw-, and so-structures. 34, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] In contrast to sw-phosphorene and arsenene, the stability of antimonene and bismuthene in the washboard phase occurred only in the asymmetric form. In Fig. 2 , we present the optimized, stable geometries of these four monolayer structures. In Table I , we tabulate their structural parameters and elastic constants which were reported in previous studies. The cohesive energy and formation energy values at T ¼ 0 K reported in various papers are critical for the stability of pnictogen monolayers, which are given in the first column of Table II. Apart from these four types of monolayer structures, recent studies indicated different allotropes. [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] Several possible 2D phosphorene allotropes have been proposed over the recent years; most of them are 3-fold coordinated. [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] Selected sp 3 bonded phosphorene allotropes investigated by Guan et al., and they categorized the allotropes with structural index N (tilling parameters). 75 For instance, in the hb-P structure, the top phosphorus atom bonds with three bottom positioned phosphorus atoms and its tilling parameter is N ¼ 0. However, in the sw-P structure, the top positioned phosphorus atom bonds with two neighboring, top positioned phosphorus atoms, and hence, its tilling parameter is N ¼ 2. Their study showed that phosphorus atoms prefer to form zigzag chains at the same height, and so, energetically most stable structures have N ¼ 2 or N ¼ 0. 75 Yu et al. 82 theoretically showed that phosphorus atoms can be stable with the Kagome-like lattice (Kagome-P). Phonon dispersion of Kagome-P has a positive frequency in the whole Brillouin-Zone; however, it is less stable than hb-P and sw-P by 0.11 and 0.12 eV/atom, respectively. Most recently, Liu et al. 83 predicted new allotropes of phosphorene, which have 2-, 3and 4-fold coordination. 83 Theoretical studies have also demonstrated that stable phosphorene phases may exist with chirality. [83] [84] [85] [86] Stability investigation of four allotropes (hb-, sw-, c-, and d-As) of 2D arsenic structures indicated that d-As has large negative frequencies near the C point, and energetically sw-As is the most stable structure among the others. 87 However, for the antimony allotropes both of c-and d-Sb have large negative frequencies in the phonon dispersion. 88 Structure optimizations by themselves cannot assure the stability of free standing group-VA monolayers, even if the final structures have positive cohesive energies. The (dynamical) stability of the structures at T ¼ 0 K will be assured if vibrational frequencies calculated for all k-points are positive. Otherwise, imaginary frequencies would imply structural instability for the corresponding modes. Calculated dispersions of vibration frequencies of the free standing hb-, sw-, aw-, and so-monolayer structures of group-VA elements are presented along the major symmetry axis in Fig. 3 . Overall features are similar in the same types of structures. Generally, as the row number of an element decreases, the corresponding bond length becomes shorter, and hence, the force constant becomes stronger, leading to relatively high vibrational frequencies.
In Fig. 3 , the vibrational frequencies of stable structures are all positive. In particular, the frequencies of acoustical and flexural out-of plane (ZA) modes are positive as k ! 0. This ensures stability even for long wavelength lattice vibrations. Notably, structure optimization calculations 49, 50 predict that initially created aw-phases of P and As spontaneously transform to the sw-phases upon the relaxation as depicted in Fig. 3 .
The gaps between the acoustical and optical modes have a close bearing on the thermal resistivity of the structures. The character of this gap results in different relaxation times in phonon scattering processes between the two structures of the same element, leading to different thermal conductivities and thermoelectric efficiencies. 89 Except nitrogene, the optical branches are well-separated from the acoustical ones.
A. Nitrogene
Nitrogene 44 with a hb-structure (similar to silicene or germanene 8, 9 ) has a lattice constant of 2.27 Å , which is smaller than the lattice constant of graphene. In nitrogene, alternating N atoms at the corners of the hexagon are placed in different planes. The height of buckling is 0.70 Å , which is larger than the buckling in silicene and germanene. 9 Each N atom has three folded coordination and is bound to its three nearest neighbors with sp 3 -like hybrid orbitals. 44, 90 The cohesive energy of nitrogene is 3.67 eV/atom. 44 Its stability is ensured through dynamical and thermal stability analyses. The calculated frequencies of vibration modes in the Brillouin zone and phonon dispersion curves along the symmetry directions presented in Fig. 3 are all positive. This indicates the stability at T ¼ 0 K. 44, 106 Peng et al. 114 pointed out that the group velocity of graphene is much higher than that of nitrogene. Accordingly, the lattice thermal conductivity of nitrogene (763.4 Wm/K) is nearly one fifth of graphene (3716.6 Wm/K). 114 Whether the hb-structure of nitrogene corresponds to a local minimum in the Born-Oppenheimer surface to sustain the thermal excitations can be revealed by finite-temperature ab-initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. These simulations showed that the hb-structure remains stable at 850 K, yet it starts to disassemble into N 2 molecules at T ¼ 1000 K. 44 As for the mechanical properties, the in-plane stiffness of hb-nitrogene was calculated to be $270 J/m 2 , 44, 114 which is higher than the in-plane-stiffness of 2D h-MoS 2 (138 J/m 2 ), even higher than that of 2D h-BN (240 J/m 2 ). The washboard and square-octagon structures of nitrogene underwent an instability by dissociating into N 2 molecules TABLE I. Suspended 2D monolayer structures of group-VA elements (N, P, As, Sb, and Bi): 2D structure phase (hb; buckled honeycomb, sw; symmetric washboard, aw; asymmetric washboard, and so; square-octagon); optimized lattice constants a/b; bond lengths d 1 /d 2 ; buckling height D; in-plane stiffness C x /C y ; and Poisson's ratio xy / yx .
Structure
Lattice 49, 72, 105 in the course of structure optimization. 44, 49 Nevertheless, Zhang et al. 72 predicted that so-nitrogene can exist with a lattice constant of 4.42 Å , even if this is not confirmed by further stability analysis.
B. Phosphorene
Liu et al. 35 and Lu et al. 115 reported simultaneously that phosphorene can be obtained by the mechanical exfoliation method from its orthorhombic bulk phase. The lattice constants of black phosphorene, sw-P, shown in Table I are very close to those of the lattice constants of the bulk phase, a ¼ 3.36 Å and b ¼ 4.53 Å , since the interaction energy between phosphorene layers are very weak (20 meV/atom). 35 Blue phosphorene, hb-P, which was predicted earlier, 34 was epitaxially grown on Au(111). 65 Inequivalent lattice constants (a 6 ¼ b) of sw-P lead to anisotropic thermal properties in contrast to isotropic hb-P. 107, 116 Another stable but not synthesized structure for phosphorus atoms is the sophase with square lattice constant and the buckling height, D ¼ 1.25 Å . 49, 72, 75, 79 Further details of P-phases and related properties can be acquired from several review papers specialized in phosphorene. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] 
C. Arsenene
It was theoretically predicted that arsenic can also be stable in its 2D form similar to phosphorene. Based on first-principles Density functional theory (DFT) calculations, Kamal and Ezawa 45 showed that monolayer hb-As and sw-As are dynamically stable, which was confirmed later by Zhang et al. 100 Also, as mentioned above, in the course of structure optimization at T ¼ 0 K with, the asymmetric washboard structure aw-As underwent a structural transition to the symmetric one, indicating the fact that aw-As is unstable. 50 Incidentally, the equilibrium structures occurring at T ¼ 0 K, can be changed by thermal excitations or by other means. For example, finite temperature, molecular dynamics simulations by Kecik et al. 50 demonstrate that both arsenene structures maintain their forms, except thermally induced deformation. No bond breaking or clustering in the structures were observed up to 1000 K, except for sw-As transforming into the aw-As structure at 600 K as a result of thermal excitation with minute asymmetrization. 50 This situation indicates that the energy of aw-As is slightly above that of sw-As at T ¼ 0 K. Also, recently, the antisymmetric structure of monolayer Arsenene was obtained by applied distortion of some As atoms in the cell. 117 The distortion gives rise to the breaking of the centrosymmetry and constructs a spontaneous electric polarization. The calculated Curie temperature for the phase transition between sw-As and aw-As is 478 K. This result is in compliance with the thermally induced, sw ! aw transition of arsenene at 600 K, obtained by Kecik et al. 50 Similar to phosphorene, arsenene is also stable in the so-structure. 49, 72 For T $ 0 K, the calculated cohesive energies are ordered hb-As > sw-As > so-As.
Recently, Carrete et al. 99 predicted that sw-As and so-As are thermodynamically more favorable than the hb-As phase at low, as well as at high temperatures, respectively. In addition, thermal conductivity of sw-As and so-As is higher than that of the hb-As structure, since formers have more complex structures than the hb-phase. 99 However, when the energy is calculated by considering the full harmonic free energy including the temperature-dependent energy and entropy terms, the stability order of arsenene allotropes undergoes a change. 99 hb-As shows also an excellent thermoelectric response at 700 K. 118 On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of sw-As is one third of that of sw-P, owing to its relatively large atomic mass. 119 
D. Antimonene
The rhombohedral phase of bulk antimony (b-Sb) is a semimetal and undergoes a series of transitions as the thickness of the material is reduced. A 22-layer Sb film behaves as a topological insulator, and an 8-layer slab attains a quantum spin Hall (QSH) phase; nonetheless, it turns out to be a semiconductor under three layers. 120 Monolayer hb-Sb is stable for the buckling height D ¼ 1.67 Å . 46, 62 Its hexagonal lattice constant is a ¼ 4.04 Å , and in-plane stiffness C ¼ 41 J/m 2 , comparable to that of silicene (65 J/m 2 ). 46 The Young modulus and shear modulus of hb-Sb were calculated to be 31 J/m 2 and 13 J/m 2 , respectively. 114 The asymmetric reconstruction in the washboard structure of antimonene provides the stability to form aw-Sb. 46, 102, 103 Furthermore, finite temperature ab-initio, molecular dynamics simulations reveal that both hb-Sb and aw-Sb remain stable at 1000 K for 2 ps. 46 The so-Sb is predicted to be a stable monolayer structure sustaining thermal excitations. 49, 72 The cohesive energies of these three phases are ordered as aw-Sb > hb-Sb > so-Sb, with the aw-structure marking the highest cohesive energy.
The thermoelectric performance of antimonene phases is studied by Chen et al., 121 who found that among all pnictogen monolayers, hb-Sb has the highest thermoelectric efficiency, which can be enhanced under tensile strain. The thermal conductivity of pristine hb-Sb can be decreased by full hydrogenation or halogenation. 122 In addition to functionalization, size and edge roughness affect the thermal conductivity of hb-Sb and aw-Sb. 123 
E. Bismuthene
Bulk bismuth has a rhombohedral structure containing two Bi atoms per primitive cell with an experimentally determined lattice constant of 4.72 Å 124-126 although its free standing monolayer has a lattice constant of 4.33 Å with the vertical distance between the two atomic planes, D ¼ 1.74 Å . 127 While hb-Bi is energetically favorable, it can transform into the metastable planar honeycomb structure. 127 Similar to antimonene, aw-Bi has 5 meV/atom higher cohesive energy in comparison to sw-Bi. 48 The effect of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on phonon bands for hb-Bi appears as down shifts 129 of the optical frequencies by DX ¼ 0.42 THz. Moreover, acoustical modes are slightly softened upon the inclusion of SOC. In fact, when the atomic structure and lattice constants are optimized concomitantly, sw-Bi transforms into aw-Bi spontaneously. A similar situation occurred for sw-Sb. 46 Nonetheless, sw-Bi can be stable when it is placed on a substrate. 48 Molecular dynamics calculations suggest that both hb-Bi and aw-Bi structures sustain to thermal excitations; however, irreversible distortions start to occur above 700 K. 48 so-Bi is also a stable structure and has the cohesive energy, which is only 0.20 eV/atom lower than that of the hb-Bi phase. 49 so-Bi has the largest lattice constant and the lowest Young modulus as compared to other so-structures of group-VA elements. 49, 72, 105 Cheng et al. predicted that monolayer hb-Bi has larger power factors and lower thermal conductivity in comparison to its bulk phases, and hence, its thermoelectric performance would be superior to bulk Bi 128 Similar to hb-Sb, the hb-Bi structure also has a high thermoelectric efficiency. 128 
III. ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Nitrogene, 44 phosphorene, 34 arsenene, 45 antimonene, 46 and bismuthene 48 have recently gained importance due to their semiconducting properties. Furthermore, due to the large spin-orbit coupling effects shown by antimonene, bismuthene, and their compounds, 48,131-133 these layered structures have attracted special interest owing to their possible topologically non-trivial states in specific conditions. Apparently, as the row number increases, the topological insulator properties stand out gradually. Applying transverse electric fields to arsenic allotropes induces band inversion at the C point and leads to a topologically nontrivial phase in the band structures. 87 A similar case can take place for antimonene by applying tensile strain 88 or occurs by itself as for the bismuth allotropes. 130 A comprehensive collection of the calculated energy bandgaps are presented in Table II in order to provide a comparison among the different approaches. In Fig.  4 , we present the calculated band structures of hb-, sw-, aw-, and sophases of monolayer of N, P, As, Sb, and Bi along major high symmetry directions. In particular, washboard phosphorene and arsenene retain their C-valley band edges even when their layer numbers are increased. Therefore, one can envision various type-I or type-II C valley lateral heterostructures by controlling the layer number. In addition, the puckered monolayers tend to have relatively low CBMs, $ À4 eV which allows them to form type I or II heterostructures with group-IV and III-V compounds. In a recent study, 136 the band alignment properties of group-VA monolayers were investigated using HSE-SOC.
The linear optical response of solids can be calculated from the frequency-dependent complex dielectric function e i (x), which is constituted of the real and imaginary parts: e(x) ¼ e 1 (x) þ ie 2 (x). The imaginary part e 2 (x) is determined by a summation of transition matrix elements over empty states wherefrom the real part of the dielectric tensor e 1 can be derived using the Kramers-Kronig relationship. 137 Efficient light absorber materials are required for various photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications to operate over a wide energy window, which need appropriate optical gap of that material. 2D group-VA monolayers with fundamental bandgaps near the infrared and visible regions have promising optoelectronic properties for future broadband photonic and light modulator device applications. Since especially the monolayer phases of arsenene, phosphorene, and antimonene were found to be promising due to their indirect and direct bandgaps which are resonant in the vicinity of the solar regime, their optical properties have been vastly investigated in several recent studies. From the methodology perspective, the optical spectra computed from random phase approximation (RPA) and the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) on top of PBE, HSE, and quasiparticle (QP)G 0 W 0 methods are presented in the Fig. 5 . The imaginary dielectric functions are presented for various structures of nitrogene, arsenene, antimonene, and bismuthene either with incident light polarized perpendicular to the c-axis (i.e., polarized along x-or y-directions) or parallel to the c-axis (i.e., polarized along the zdirection). In Fig. 6 , we present optical spectra of aw-P, hb-As, sw-As, hb-Sb, and hb-Bi computed by taking the many-body effects into account, obtained by employing the quasiparticle GW approach, and also accounting for the electron-hole interactions using the BSE method. Upon excitation of the electrons and subsequent formation of holes, excitons are created via Coulomb interactions with certain binding energies. This situation constitutes the difference between the electronic and optical bandgaps. After these general remarks, we next review the electronic and optical properties of each monolayer structure.
A. Nitrogene
While pristine nitrogene is a nonmagnetic, a wide bandgap insulator with a DFT bandgap of E g ¼ 3.70-3.96 eV, 44, 90, 106 its nanoribbons with zigzag and armchair edge geometries have bandgaps in the range of 0.6 eV < E g < 2.2 eV, which can be engineered by varying their widths. The variation of bandgap with different methods of corrections can be retrieved from Table II. A recently discovered allotrope of 2D nitrogene, the so-called octagon-nitrogene (ON) was found to be a wide gap semiconductor with an indirect bandgap of 4.7 eV. Furthermore, the gap was decreased upon layer stacking, biaxial strain, and perpendicular electric field, where the latter two effects eventually lead to closing of the gap and insulator-to-metal transition. 138
B. Phosphorene
Monolayer of black phosphorene, sw-P is renown with its direct bandgap around 0.9 eV at the C point, 35, 43, 139, 140 with anisotropic dispersion around this point for both valence and conduction bands (the dispersion is pronounced along the armchair direction, while the bands are rather flat along the zigzag direction). The effective mass was reported to be m Ã ¼ 0.15 m e along the armchair direction, and m Ã ¼ 1.25 m e along the zigzag direction. This anisotropy is further enhanced through the self-energy corrections and attributes a 1D effective dimensionality to carriers along the armchair direction. It was also found that by applying uniaxial or biaxial strain, the anisotropy in the electron effective mass and mobility can be rotated by 90 in the reciprocal space, whereas the direction of anisotropy related to holes is not perturbed at all. 140 First-principles simulations reveal that this is a result of a switch in the energy order of the lowest two conduction bands. This strain-engineered anisotropy in electrical properties makes sw-P even more promising for mechanical and electronic applications, such as stretchable electrical devices, mechanically controlled logical devices, and nanosized mechanical sensors. 140 The photoluminescence peak of monolayer phosphorene, for light polarized along the C-X direction resides around 1.45 eV, according to the GW calculation of Tran et al., 43 with an exciton binding energy of 1.4 eV. Anisotropy of the optical response of sw-P is obvious from the difference in the spectra calculated for light polarized along the armchair and zigzag directions. They also found that for the zigzag direction, the absorption onset is observed near 2.8 eV, and hence, the spectral range of optical activity in sw-P is tunable depending on the polarization direction in the lattice. Few-layer black phosphorus strongly absorbs light polarized along the armchair direction; however, it is transparent to light polarized along the zigzag direction. Moreover, sw-P is predominantly absorbent across the infrared and also partially in the visible light range, for incident light polarized along the armchair, C-X direction.
Tran et al. 43 also revealed that the first absorption peak of sw-P is located at 1.2 eV, which is a strongly bound excitonic state with a 800 meV e-h binding energy, similar to 700 meV predicted by Cakir et al., 141 as shown in Fig. 6(d) . These exciton binding energies in phosphorene are comparable to those found in other monolayer semiconductors and 1D nanostructures. Wang et al. 142 reported the experimental observation of highly anisotropic excitons with a large binding energy (0.9 6 0.12 eV) in the monolayer of sw-P. The optical and quasiparticle bandgaps of monolayer black phosphorus were determined as 1.3 6 0.02 and 2.2 6 0.1 eV, respectively. The exciton binding energy was measured as 0.3 eV for the monolayer of sw-P on the SiO 2 /Si substrate. 143 In summary, enhanced many-electron effects are essential in determining the bandgaps and optical response due to the anisotropic band dispersions and the effective quasi-1D nature. In particular, anisotropic optical response with e-h interactions included makes black phosphorene an ideal nanostructure for linear optical polarizers in the infrared and part of the visible light range.
C. Arsenene
Arsenene has high carrier mobility, superior mechanical properties, negative Poisson's ratio, and possible topological phase transition features. 49, [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] The range of its bandgap in Table II is interesting for flexible 2D nanoelectronics, optoelectronics, and photocatalytic applications. Progress towards the synthesis of arsenene phases has also been made. 50, 66, 90 Both the electronic and optical properties of arsenene, which take into account the many-body, strain, electric field, and layer stacking effects, were studied to a significant extent much recently. [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] For the hb-As monolayer, the optical absorption takes place within the spectral range of 2-8 eV for the light polarized along x-and y-directions and from 4 eV to 9 eV for the z-direction. While the HSE-RPA approach blueshifts the spectrum uniformly by nearly 0.5 eV owing to its bandgap of 2.25 eV, G 0 W 0 -RPA spectrum onset is blueshifted to $2.6 eV. The G 0 W 0 -RPA imaginary dielectric function points to the main absorption peak focused in the range of 4 eV-6 eV. Hence, with regard to hb-As, the optical absorption phenomenon is noteworthy within the visible to ultraviolet light range. Regarding out-of-plane absorption, the main peak is observed near 7.6 eV for G 0 W 0 -RPA calculations. 159 The significant anisotropy along the directions of a and b lattice vectors within the washboard lattice is reflected to the optical properties, as shown in Fig. 5 Absorption onset appears earlier for sw-As than hb-As, for light polarized along the x-direction. Notably, while sw-P is well-known for its anisotropic properties, direct bandgap and pseudo-1D excitonic features, 160, 161 the anisotropic behaviors appear also in sw-As, aw-Sb, and aw-Bi. Specifically, the e xx (x) components of the imaginary dielectric function of sw-As and aw-Sb point to a wide energy window of absorption, which can be a good basis for the design of optical modulator, photovoltaic, and optoelectronic materials/devices.
Prominent interband transitions are influential on the strong peaks in the G 0 W 0 -BSE spectrum. Although both buckled and washboard phases have indirect bandgaps, their corresponding direct gaps are shown by the red vertical lines in Fig. 6 . An exciton binding energy, E b of the first peak in hb-As monolayer was estimated to be around 700 meV. 159 Hence, it is comparable to those of few 2D semiconductors. Similar or slightly smaller exciton binding energies are given for MoSe 2 , WS 2 and WSe 2 , which reveal E b as 450-500 meV theoretically and 400-700 meV experimentally, [162] [163] [164] [165] as well as phosphorene (0.70-0.80 eV). 161, 166 Yet, E b of arsenene monolayers are fairly smaller than that of 2D MoS 2 (1.1 eV). 167 The exciton binding energy of bilayer arsenene is reported as $500 meV by Chaves et al. 168 E b is expected to decrease upon increasing the number of layers. For light polarized along the y direction, sw-As is found more eligible for continuous absorption across the solar spectrum. The large modifications in the many-body optical properties of arsenene could allow for diverse photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications.
D. Antimonene
Antimonene gained particular significance due to the following reasons: (i) the range of fundamental bandgap of antimonene is promising for potential applications in 2D electronic and optical nanodevices. 46, [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] (ii) Nanoribbons of hb-Sb are semiconductors with bandgaps varying upon chirality and width. 175, 176 Likewise, the Applied Physics Reviews REVIEW scitation.org/journal/are bandgap of aw-Sb nanoribbons vary also with their width, offering a tunability of the bandgap. (iii) The Sb element can form stable monolayers of binary compounds, which are also semiconductors with a fundamental bandgap different from monolayers of parent constituents. Some of these 2D compounds exhibit topologically non-trivial behaviors under specific conditions. 133, 177 The electronic and optical properties of antimonene monolayers have been studied intensely, focusing on more than one phases, using different theoretical approaches. 46, 90, 155, 178 Recently, Kripalani et al. 179 found that the nature of the bandgap remains insensitive to strain in the zigzag direction, while strain in the armchair direction activates an indirect-direct bandgap transition at a critical strain of 4%, owing to a band switching mechanism.
The optical properties of antimonene have been studied vastly. 153, 155, 171, 173, 174, 180 Alongside the DFT 171 and HSE calculations (with random-phase approximation employed subsequently) of hband aw-Sb examined by Xu et al., 173 Shu et al. 174 studied the optical properties of hb-Sb using a many-body approach, under the effect of the electric field and strain. They pointed to a strong electric field closing the bandgap, as well as an increasing strain level leading to a redshift of the optical absorption spectra, with enhanced optical absorption within 1.2-2.2 eV for aw-Sb. While they found the G 0 W 0 bandgap of aw-Sb as indirect and 2.25 eV, an exciton binding energy of 0.73 eV was calculated. The optical properties of monolayer hb-Sb can also be tuned via surface charge doping by p/n type surface dopants, which revealed enhanced absorption of light especially in the early photon energy regime. 153 The optical and luminescence bandgaps of the hb-Sb monolayer was found as 2.3/1.5 eV, leading to an exciton binding energy of 0.8 eV. 155 Promising indications of broadband use of antimonene as a photodetector or optical modulator have been shown recently. 181, 182 It was commented earlier by Xu et al. 183 that significant absorption from the visible region to the ultraviolet region can be observed in aw-Sb, while Ares et al. 62 reviewed its properties and commented on Sb to have a suitable tunable bandgap for use in optoelectronics. In another study by Singh et al., 171 it was found via the dielectric function and electron loss spectra that plasmon energies around 9 eV and parts of the electromagnetic spectrum make antimonene behave like a metal in terms of reflectivity of light. Applied Physics Reviews REVIEW scitation.org/journal/are
As presented in Fig. 5 , hb-Sb with the onset of absorption residing at $2 eV, optical activity extending beyond the visible regime can be considered as a significant candidate 2D material for devices operating under both visible and ultraviolet light. 178 Kecik et al. reported that the SOC effect on the optical properties of hb-Sb appears to be minor. 178 Owing to the tiny bandgap of aw-Sb, one observes no clear onset of the absorption band edge. A main difference with the hb-Sb's optical response is the anisotropy along x-and y-directions in the lattice. The effect of SOC on the in-plane optical responses generally refers to an extra early smaller peak with no major modification of the overall features. As shown in Fig. 6 , a major excitonic peak for hb-Sb is observed slightly above 2.2 eV, where no apparent exciton binding is evident. 178 
E. Bismuthene
The quest for 2D topological insulators has made the electronic structure of 2D ultrathin films, as well as single-layers (SLs) of Bi and BiSb compound a focus of interest. 46, 48 While 3D Bi crystal with a small direct bandgap and inverted indirect bandgap is a semimetal, it becomes a topological insulator under strain. 131 Notably, thin films of Bi crystal grown on selected substrates revealed 2D topological insulator behavior together with surface and edge states. [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] Also, hb-Bi placed on the Si(0001) substrate was shown to possess a topologically non-trivial phase. 192 Kadioglu et al. 132 found that while the pristine hb-Bi monolayer displays topologically non-trivial behavior, aw-Bi does not. Not only pristine and bare Bi ultrathin films and monolayers, but also the topological behaviors of defected Bi structures have been subject of studies. Freitas et al. 193 studied the effect of H covered Bi surfaces on the topological character of the material. Earlier, calculations of the band structure of thin (one to six bilayers) of hb-Bi in (111) and (110) orientations predicted that electronic properties range from small bandgap semiconductor to semimetal and metal. 194 The optical properties of bismuthene have been investigated to a limited extent, with few recent examples on electric field applications and its potential as a photonic based device, 153, [195] [196] [197] hence the lightmatter interaction of 2D Bi remains an open area of interest. Furthermore, although the dynamical stability, electronic structure, and topological features of BiSb binary compound monolayer have been investigated widely, 133, 177, [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] little is known about their optical properties. Xiao et al. 198 investigated systematically the stable binary compounds of the 2D BiSb monolayer, where they revealed few stable aw-BiSb alloy structures, one with a direct HSE bandgap of 0.43 eV. The effects of strain on the stability and electronic properties of BiSb compound monolayer were examined, and it turned out to be a direct gap semiconductor, reducing upon strain, with direct-indirectmetal transition under compressive strain. 199 When SOC was included, a Rashba spin-splitting of 13 meV in hb-BiSb near the Fermi level was observed, that can be tuned by in-plane biaxial strain, promising for efficient spin field-effect transistors, optoelectronics, and spintronic devices. 177 The same material was predicted to become the quantum spin Hall insulator under biaxial strain. 200 Although the band-edge of hb-Bi points to slightly above 0.5 eV, the significant peak is set in the visible, around 2.2 eV (see Fig. 5 ). 178 However, both the onset and luminescence peaks are redshifted by nearly 0.6 eV, when SOC effects are included, in compliance with the closing band-gap, once SOC is included to the HSE calculation-from 0.80 to 0.32 eV. aw-Bi displays optical anisotropy, with an onset in the vicinity of 0-limit, followed by a broadened optical activity range until nearly 5 eV along the x-direction and relatively pronounced peaks are concentrated within 0.4-2 eV along the y-direction. The optical response of hb-Bi is substantially affected when the electron-hole interactions are taken into account, with enhanced absorption even above the quasiparticle gap. A first exciton binding with a binding energy of 0.18 eV is predicted (see Fig. 6 ). 178 Applied Physics Reviews REVIEW scitation.org/journal/are
In summary, the electronic bandgap, optical gap, and exciton binding energies can be tuned by polarizing light along different crystalline orientations. Also, strain and many-body effects are important for modifying the electronic and optical properties of most of the monolayers of group-VA elements. Furthermore, SOC effects impose different levels of alterations in the optoelectronic properties of especially pristine Sb and Bi monolayers.
IV. ADATOMS, ADMOLECULES, AND DEFECTS: FUNCTIONALIZATION
The unusual properties attained through the adsorption of adatoms or induced defects of bare graphene and similar monolayers [203] [204] [205] [206] have led to a growing research interest in the functionalization of bare pnictogen monolayers. In this section, we review recent studies aiming at the modification of the properties of nitrogenene, phospherene, arsenene, antimonene, and bismuthene phases outlined above. Data related to the adsorption configurations, equilibrium adsorption sites, and corresponding binding energies are outlined in Fig. 7 . Relevant data related to the physisorption and dissociation of molecules, H 2 , O 2 , and H 2 O on selected hb-and sw-(aw-) structures of group-VA monolayers are shown in Fig. 8 .
A. Nitrogene
Since the synthesis of nitrogene continues to be a fundamental challenge, its functionalization has been studied only by theoretical methods. Adatoms such as H, Li, O, Al, P, Cl, Ti, As, and Sb adsorbed on the surface of 2D nitrogene can form strong bonds inducing minute or moderate local deformations of the substrate, leading to a diversity of the electronic and magnetic properties 207 On the other hand, the adsorption of adatoms B, C, N, and Si give rise to local reconstruction in nitrogene followed by bond breaking, even dissociation of the host N atoms. While molecules such as H 2 , O 2 , H 2 O, and N 2 , interact weakly with nitrogene, molecules like H 2 and O 2 dissociate at the edges of a nitrogene flake and form NH 2 and NO 2 molecules, respectively. Single vacancy in nitrogene attains a permanent magnetic moment through the uncompensated spins of the missing nitrogen atom. Vacancy gives rise to spin-polarized states in the fundamental bandgap which are localized at the vacancy site, in particular at N atoms surrounding the vacancy. Single vacancy in nitrogene is found to be stable at 0 K, nevertheless it is prone to severe deformations under thermal excitations at 300 K. Similar calculations resulted in also a structural instability of the divacancy in nitrogene 207
B. Phosphorene
Kulish et al. 208 have investigated the electronic and magnetic properties of 20 different adatoms (Li, Na, K, Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Si, Ge, P, H, and O) adsorbed on sw-P phospherene. This theoretical study showed that the adatoms form strong bonds with chemisorption energies twice of those on graphene. As usual, alkali adatoms (Li, Na, and K) donate a large amount of charge to phosphorene, hence they can be utilized for n-type doping, whereas Au and Pt adatoms act as electron acceptors, suggesting that Au or Pt decoration can be used to produce p-type doping of phosphorene. 208 As for light non-metallic atom substitution in hb-P, atoms like B, C, N, O, and F formed strong bonds with P atom by retaining the semiconducting behavior of the substrate. 209 However, it is predicted that the electronic properties of hb-P can be effectively tuned by Al and Sb substitution leading to indirect-to-direct-gap transition. 210 In other studies, the magnetism of phosphorene phases has been investigated actively. It was shown that nonmagnetic pristine sw-P phosphorene becomes magnetic after the adsorption of N, Fe, or Co adatoms. 211 Neither P vacancy nor strain alone induces magnetism in phosphorene. 212 However, when biaxial strain or uniaxial strain along the zigzag direction reached critical values, sw-P containing P vacancies attained magnetic moment of $1 l B per vacancy site. This is due to spinpolarized p-orbitals of low coordinated P atoms next to the vacancy. 213 Additionally, vacancies induce local stress concentration and cause early bond-breaking. It is shown that the Young's modulus decreases with increasing defect concentration. 214 Yu et al. 212 examined the substitution of 3d-TM impurities (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) in black and blue phosphorene in order to investigate their dilute magnetic characters and half-metallic properties. For black phosphorene, the Ti-, V-, Cr-, Mn-, Fe-, and Ni-doped systems have dilute magnetic semiconductor properties, while Sc-and Co-doped systems have no magnetism. For hb-phosphorene, the Ni-doped system shows half-metallic properties, while V-, Cr-, Mn-, and Fe-doped systems show dilute magnetic semiconductor characters, Sc-and Co-doped systems show non-magnetism.
The weak interaction between phosphorene and the O 2 or H 2 molecule has been treated in various studies. [215] [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] Several acidic gases (CO 2 , NO 2 , and SO 2 ) are readily adsorbed on Li and Al decorated phosphorene. NO 2 and SO 2 can bind strongly on Al decorated phosphorene, while these gases can dissociate on Pt-decorated phosphorene. 221 The coadsorption of two foreign atoms (such as S, Si, or Al) to phosphorene is more stable than that of the corresponding single atom adsorption. 222 
C. Arsenene
Chemisorption of various adatoms (H, Li, B, C, N, O, Al, Si, P, Cl, Ti, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Sb) and physisoption of selected molecules (H 2 , O 2 , and H 2 O) on the arsenene monolayer have been previously studied. 110 It was reported that the binding energies of single adatoms range from 1.03 to 4.58 eV; the majority of them give rise to localized states in the fundamental bandgap. Moreover, P and Ti adatoms can attribute half metallic character to the system. When arsenene is substituted by N or P atoms, its bandgap is widened, which is in contrast to the case of the substitution by Sb and Bi atoms. 224 H 2 , O 2 , and H 2 O molecules neither form strong chemical bonds with the arsenene monolayer nor dissociate; they are physisorbed with a weak binding energy. 110, 224 However, H 2 and O 2 molecules strongly interact at the edges of arsenene flakes and are subsequently dissociated into constituent atoms. 110 NO 2 and SO 2 can be bound on B doped arsenene, suggesting an efficient application in metal-free catalysts. 225 A similar behavior was also observed for Ge substitution. It was reported that NH 3 and NO 2 , which are weakly bound on bare arsenene, can readily be adsorbed to Ge-substituted arsenene. 226 hb-As doped with transition metals (Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni) maintained the stability at room temperature and attained magnetization. While Sc and Cr doped arsenene retained its semiconducting character, Ti and V doped arsenene transformed to metal. More importantly, Fermi level crosses one of the spin-up or spin-down channels in Ti, V, Mn, and Fe doped arsenene, which causes a halfmetallicity for these systems. 227 However, in another study it was predicted that while a half-metallic state occurs for arsenene doped with Ti and Mn, a spin-polarized semiconducting state forms when arsenene doped with V, Cr, and Fe. 228 Two Mn atoms or two Fe atoms adsorbed to hb-As systems have antiferromagnetic states. 229 Formation of point defects, namely, single vacancy, divacancy, and Stone-Wales (SW) defects, was considered for hb-As and sw-As. 230 ,231 SW defects were found to be thermodynamically more favorable than single vacancy and divacancy and were predicted to be stable at room temperature. Topological defects in arsenene significantly alter the optical spectra. The charge distribution calculations predicted that the charge specific states are localized around the vacancy. 230 Single vacancy defects were found to significantly modify the electronic properties by introducing defect levels (localized states) within the gap. The band structures of divacancy defects in sw-As were predicted to be less modified as compared to hb-As, most likely due to the better accommodation of the defect induced strain. It was shown that vacancies in hb-As lead to a direct bandgap semiconductor. 231 Recently, it was reported that some nanohole types induce magnetic features and reduce the bandgap of arsenene, while other types of nanoholes exhibit nonmagnetism and large bandgap. 232
D. Antimonene
Single adatom (H, Li, B, C, N, O, Al, In, Si, P, Cl, Ti, As, and Sb) adsorption unveils significant binding energy on antimonene. Some of these adatoms are implemented into the antimonene crystal through local reconstructions, such as the SW defect. Most of these adatoms have localized states near the band edges and attribute crucial electronic properties to antimonene monolayers. Some adatoms give rise to spin polarization and attain magnetic moments. 233 The results show that the atmospheric gas molecules (N 2 , CO 2 , O 2 , and H 2 ) are weakly bound to antimonene, while the polluted gas adsorbates (NH 3 , SO 2 , NO, and NO 2 ) show relatively strong affinity toward antimonene with considerable adsorption energies and significant charge transfers. 234 Also, NO, NO 2 , H 2 O, O 2 , and NH 3 molecules act as a acceptor in antimonene, whereas H 2 behaves as a donor. Since O 2 molecule has a low barrier for dissociation on antimonene, the oxidation in the course applications can take place easily. 235 While CO is physisorbed on pristine antimonene, it forms chemical bonds with adatoms Al, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Pd, and Si, which are already adsorbed to antimonene. An external electric field ranging from 0.21 eV/Å to 0.5 eV/Å can improve CO gas sensitivity of antimonene. 236 In another study, it is reported that adsorption of organic molecules, such as tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) can be used as electron and hole dopants to attain nand p-type antimonene semiconductors. In this way, the bandgap is reduced with deep donor (TTF) and shallow acceptor (TCNQ) states, respectively. Moreover, the co-adsorption of TTF and TCNQ on antimonene can attain an n-type semiconductor with shallow donor states. 237 Antimonene defected with monovacancy was found to be metallic, whereas antimonene defected with divacancy preserved its original semiconducting character with a narrower bandgap. 238 Formation energies of these defects are smaller than those in graphene and silicene. 239
E. Bismuthene
Interaction of the adatoms, H, C, O, Si, P, Ge, As, Se, Sb, Pb, Sn, and Te with hb-Bi and aw-Bi bismuthene phases has been investigated using DFT calculations. 132 They found that the binding energies are high (ranging from 1.1 eV to 4.1 eV) and are dominated by chemical bonding through charge exchange between the adatoms and nearest host Bi atoms. The vdW contribution to the binding energies is generally small except for the bonding of Si and Sb to hb-Bi. Adatoms give rise to localized gap states at the specific region of the band structure for sw-Bi. Single vacancy as a point defect has small formation energy and hence can form readily at room temperature. Bismuth atoms surrounding the vacancy have sp 2 type dangling bonds which make vacancy a chemically active site in bismuthene. Notably, the formation energy of divacancy is unexpectedly small owing to the rebonding of Bi atoms surrounding the divacancy. Moreover, they found that pristine SL hb-Bi is a nontrivial topological insulator which can be changed by the adsorption of selected adatoms and creation of single vacancies. On the other hand, they reported that the nontrivial band topology disappeared upon the creation of a single vacancy in each supercell periodically, since hb-Bi is metallized by the bands derived from the localized states of an isolated single vacancy. In contrast, the nontrivial band topology is maintained in the divacancy periodically repeated in the same supercell, since the bands derived from defect states are removed from the bandgap through rebondings of Bi atoms surrounding the divacancy. 132
F. Hydrogenation and halogenation
Pnictogen monolayers decorated by hydrogen or halogen acquire novel properties, and hence deserve a particular attention. For example, while monolayer black phosphorene has a direct bandgap value of $1.5 eV, 243 this will be increased to 2.27 eV with a direct-indirect transition when it is fully fluorinated. 244 Even if phosphorene monolayers could gain instability for full coverage of hydrogen or oxygen, 244 few other studies contradict with these conclusions. 218 In addition to bandgap tuning, controlled chemisorption of fluor or oxygen atoms on sw-P can change the unique anisotropic carrier effective mass for both the electrons and holes. 245 Even though hb-P has a larger bandgap than aw-P, upon hydrogenation, the former attains the Dirac cone at the K-point. 246 Recently, Sun et al. 91 predicted that halogenated phosphorenes having formula units P 2 F 2 , P 2 Cl 2 , P 2 Br 2 , and P 2 I 2 also display Dirac cones at the K-point in their band structures. Not only hb-P, but also hb-As can have X-type Dirac cone at the K-point. Zhang et al. showed that fully hydrogenated arsenene is a nonmagnetic planar Dirac material, while semi-hydrogenated arsenene has magnetization 0.92 l B due to unsaturated p z orbitals. 247 Later, Wang et al. 248 proved the dynamical stability of fully hydrogenated arsenene and showed that the spin-orbit coupling opens a gap of 193 meV at the Dirac cone. Dynamical stability and the formation of Dirac cone after full halogenation of arsenene were also extensively studied theoretically. [249] [250] [251] [252] The latest study predicted that decoration of arsenene with methyl (CH 3 ) and hydroxyl (OH) groups are dynamically stable and have nontrivial bandgaps (0.184 eV for AsCH 3 and 0.304 eV for AsOH) in the system. 253 Song et al. predicted by first-principles calculations that SbX and BiX (X ¼ H, F, Cl, and Br) monolayers remain stable at even 600 K. According to their extensive analysis, SbX and BiX structures have large bulk gap values from 0.32 to 1.08 eV with SOC effects. 254 Stability of SbX monolayers are demonstrated by Zhang et al. who calculated their phonon structures. 255 Low coverage of halogens (like coverage values 1/8 and 1/18) on the Sb monolayer can induce magnetization or convert the system from a semiconductor to a metal. 256 It is also predicted that antimonene fully covered by oxygen behaves as a topological insulator with a bandgap of 177 meV at the C-point. 257 
V. NANORIBBONS
Earlier studies on the nanoribbons of 2D monolayers showed that their electronic properties largely depend on their edge geometry (armchair or zigzag edge), as well as their widths, see Fig. 9 . For example, while pristine phosphorene has a direct bandgap of $1.5 eV, its armchair nanoribbons are indirect bandgap semiconductors, whereas its zigzag nanoribbons become metallic; 243 even though both types of nanoribbons exhibit semiconducting properties when their edges are passivated by hydrogen. [258] [259] [260] [261] Generally, bandgaps of armchair nanoribbons show an oscillatory variation as a function of the width, where the bandgap of sw-P armchair nanoribbons (APNRs) decreases monotonically with the increasing ribbon width. 258, 262 This facilitates APNRs being more promising than those of MoS 2 and graphene for FET applications. Both armchair and zigzag (ZPNR) nanoribbons of sw-P have positive formation energies, which suggests that their experimental synthesis is fully achievable. 258, 262 Sarvari et al. 263 showed that the performance of APNR-FET changes significantly depending on the number of phosphorene layers and length of the device channel. For example, they showed that the bandgap of the material is reduced by increasing the number of APNR layers. Furthermore, the ON/OFF current ratio for mono-, bi-, and trilayer APNR-FETs increases with the increasing of the channel length. 263 The applied electric field tunes the bandgap of phospherene nanoribbon, which varies linearly for large electric fields, yet tends to be quadratic for small fields. 264 Recently, multilayer arsenene and antimonene nanoribbons were synthesized using the plasma assisted process on InAs and InSb substrates, respectively. 66, 265 Their bandgaps were estimated by the photoluminescence (PL) measurements and were found as 2.3 eV for arsenene nanoribbons and 2.03 eV for antimonene nanoribbons. These bandgaps are very suitable for transistor and LED applications. Ab-initio calculations show that similar to phosphorene, bandgaps of hydrogenated arsenene and antimonene nanoribbons have semiconducting properties, and their bandgaps decrease monotonically with the increasing width. [266] [267] [268] Both arsenene and antimonene armchair nanoribbons have indirect bandgaps, while their zigzag nanoribbons have direct bandgaps independent of the ribbon width. 267 However, Zhang et al., 71 found that indirectdirect bandgap transition or vice-versa occurs by modifying the ribbon width in both armchair and zigzag arsenene nanoribbons. This kind of transition was also observed under the tensile strain for arsenene nanoribbons. 266 Song et al. 269 predicted that zigzag nanoribbons of hb-and aw-Sb have magnetic moments at the edge atoms in the range of À0.10 to 0.08 ml B . Similar results were predicted for the zigzag arsenene nanoribbons (0.07 l B ) 270 Akt€ urk et al. performed the optimization calculations using the 2 Â 1 unit cell of hb-Sb nanoribbons in order to see the reconstruction of the edge atoms, where ferromagnetic features were detected. 46 They calculated 0.87 eV energy gap between the filled spin-up and empty spin-down bands, from HSE calculation. Similar edge magnetism, however, was not observed in the armchair Sb nanoribbons. 46 Giant magnetoresistance can be traced in armchair arsenene nanoribbons, combining the suitable ribbon width and magnetic state. 271, 272 Abid et al. 273 showed that the edge magnetism of zigzag arsenene and antimonene nanoribbons disappear with Hsaturation, contrarily restored when saturated by O atoms. Although several experimental studies on bismuth nanoribbons exist, only few theoretical investigations are present. Experimental studies revealed that, bismuthene nanoribbons have large linear magnetoresistance, 274 and they are robust to the oxidation. 275, 276 Sun et al. 69 
VI. BILAYER AND MULTILAYERS
Bilayers and multilayers of 2D structures have attracted interest as alternative materials for tuning the electronic and optical properties. In addition to the number of layers, the stacking sequence of single layers is another critical parameter. In Figs. 10 and 11 , the stacking sequences of different bilayer phases and the variation of their interlayer interaction energies are depicted.
Research on nitrogene multilayers is limited with only a few studies. Despite the very strong N 2 molecule, theoretical studies predicted that the monolayer of nitrogene in the buckled hexagonal structure can be dynamically and thermally stable. 44 Furthermore, it is found that bilayer nitrogene attained minimum energy for the AB stacking sequence, and similarly ABA stacking sequence is favorable for trilayer nitrogene. 44 Owing to the weak interlayer interactions, the band structure is not affected significantly in the bilayer form and slightly modified in multilayer forms. 44 The bandgap decreases with increasing number of layers. 278 The bandgap of few-layer black phosphorene decreases with the increasing number of layers. 243, 279 Additionally, high carrier mobility, and high transport anisotropy in black phosphorene can be tuned by layer thickness. 243 It is reported that the drain current and mobility in black phospherene FETs can change with the sample thickness. 280 Adsorption and optical conductivity increase with the decreasing thickness. 281 AA, AB, and AC stacked bilayer phosphorenes have been found to have direct bandgaps of 0.97, 1.04, and 0.78 eV, respectively, and these bandgaps can be tuned by the applied electric field. The investigation of the optical absorption spectra as a function of stacking sequence suggested that phosphorene bilayers can serve for solar energy applications. 282 It is also shown that topological behavior in phosphorene bilayer depends on the stacking order and the optical absorption spectrum of bilayer phosphorene extends to the far infrared region in the quantum spin Hall state. 283 As for arsenene, while the fundamental bandgap is indirect in monolayer, it changes to the direct bandgap in multilayers. 284, 285 Carrier mobility is predicted to increase monotonically as the number of layers increase. This plays a crucial role in device performance. 284 AA stacking order was found to be energetically more favorable than AB stacking in bilayer of hb-arsenene. 50, 286 Also, AAA stacking was shown to be favorable than ABA stacking type in trilayer for both hexagonal buckled and symmetric washboard structures. Although various studies reported about energetically different favorable stacking type of washboard bilayer arsenene, a recent study which associates DFT with QMC (quantum monte carlo) calculations pointed to the AB stacking order as the most stable structure. 286 The bandgap decreases in the buckled trilayer, and closed in the washboard trilayer. 50 Mi et al. have studied especially the effects of stacking sequences of arsenene bilayers and have concluded that AB stacking shows indirect-direct transition while AA stacking leads to an indirect bandgap. 287 Few-layer antimonene was isolated by liquid-phase exfoliation under ambient conditions. 288 It was found that the lattice constant decreases with increasing thickness. Raman activity decreases by about three orders of magnitude from bulk to monolayer antimonene. 288 Bilayer antimonene was found topologically trivial due to its intrinsically weak SOC. 289 AA and AC stacking types of bilayer arsenene result in a nonzero bandgap, which are different from the AB stacking order, where especially AC stacking bilayer antimonene required an optimum absorption range for thermophotovoltaic cells. 290 The electronic bandgap of bismuthene is also tunable by the number of layers. 194 While monolayer Bi has a bandgap of around 0.50 eV, it becomes narrower and eventually closes as the number of layers increase up to six. 291 Bilayer bismuthene maintains topological insulator behavior for AB stacking; however, it becomes a topological semimetal for the AA stacking sequence. 289 
VII. SUBSTRATE EFFECTS
The effects of substrates on 2D group-VA monolayers will be reviewed concisely in this section, focusing on their vertical heterostructures with diverse substrates. This study was cited in Fig. 11 (e) (see Ref. 292) . Recently, several theoretical and experimental efforts were focused on vdW heterostructures such as phosphorene/TMD (Transition metal dichalcogenide), 293 phosphorene/graphene, metal contacts to phosphorene such as Cu (111), Zn(0001), In (110) , Ta (110) , and Nb(100) surfaces, 294 defected hBN/black phosphorene heterostructures 295 Heterostructures discussed in the text are shown in Fig. 12 .
In the vertical heterostructure formed by graphene and phosphorene, the Schottky barrier height can be controlled by the perpendicular electric field and doping of phosphorene. 296 In another study by Hu et al., 297 once the interfacial distance was decreased between graphene and phosphorene, the Dirac point of graphene was moved from the conduction to the valance band of phosphorene, besides changing to a p-type Schottky contact. Graphene and hBN supported phosphorene heterostructures were studied by Davletshin et al., 298 where graphene supported phosphorene was found metallic, and BNphosphorene as a semiconductor with around 1 eV bandgap. However, under in-plane uniaxial strain, the graphene supported phospherene can open a bandgap. 299 Fabricated h-BN/Phosphorene/ h-BN transistors can be stable at ambient conditions for more than 300 h, and exhibit ambipolar behavior. They display a gate-dependent metal-insulator transition, and their mobility can be up to 4000 cm 2 V À1 s À1 . 300 Single-layer and bilayer heterostructures of sw-P with graphene were studied and it was found that both the properties of graphene and phosphorene were preserved upon their contact. It is possible to tune the band structure of phosphorene relative to that of graphene through the application of an external electric field perpendicular to the system. This allows significant control of the Schottky barrier height, as well as the doping of phosphorene. 301 The strong exciton binding energy of sw-P/TMD heterostructures indicates that their type-II heterostructures are desirable for excitonic solar cell applications. However, the calculated power conversion efficiency of the excitonic solar cells can be as high as 12% when phosphorene is paired with ZrS 2 or MoTe 2 . 302 It has been expressed that hb-P/MS 2 (M ¼ Nb, Ta) heterostructures possess good structural stability with negative formation energy, enhanced electrical conductivity, improved mechanical flexibility (ultimate strain >17%) and high lithium-ion capacity (528.257 mAh g À1 for hb-P/NbS 2 ). 303 Zeng et al. showed that both sw-P and hb-P monolayers can be readily stabilized on Cu (111) , Au (111) , and GaN(001) substrates. 304 Spin-splitting effects on an arsenene/FeCl 2 heterostructure were investigated by Song et al., 305 who showed that due to the interfacial coupling between As p, Cl p, and Fe d states, spin splitting of 123 meV appears at the conduction band minimum of arsenene. However, this can be tuned by a perpendicular electric field, which can give rise to a conversion from an Ohmic contact into a Schottky barrier for specific directions. Bulk metals in contact with arsenene monolayers lead to metallization and form a Schottky barrier in the range of 0.12-0.50 eV for electrons in Sc, Ti, Ag, Cu, and Au contacts, and barriers of 0.75 and 0.78 eV for holes in Pd and Pt contacts. 306 Other studies considered the optical properties of arsenene on MoS 2 , and silicene substrates. 307, 308 hb-As/graphene heterostructures have shown a transition from the p-type Schottky barrier (0.18 eV) to the n-type Schottky barrier (0.31 eV) by increasing the interlayer distance from 2.8 to 4.5 Å . 309 Therefore, it was predicted that the Schottky barrier and contact can be tuned effectively by using the interlayer distance or by an applying external electric field. 309, 310 It is obtained that for each interlayer distance case, a linear Dirac-like dispersion around the Fermi level can be well preserved. 309 In contrast to hb-As/graphene, hb-As/silicene heterostructures could attain an opened direct bandgap of about 125 meV at the K high-symmetry point of silicene. This bandgap is linearly controllable over a wide range. The increased electric field gives rise to blue-shift in the optical absorption due to the increasing bandgap. 311 hb-As/GaS heterostructure has been found to be an indirect-band-gap semiconductor with intrinsic type-II band alignment and this vdW heterostructure is a potential photocatalyst for water splitting. 312 hb-As/Ca(OH) 2 heterostructures have been found to be semiconductors with indirect bandgaps. Tensile strains can be applied to tune the band edge positions and optical absorption for a better match with the redox potentials of water and the solar spectrum, such that the Arsenene/Ca(OH) 2 heterostructure could also become a promising photocatalyst for water splitting. 313 The effect of germanene and Ge(111) substrates on the electronic properties of antimonene monolayer was investigated within DFT. 46 Antimonene overlayers on metal or semiconductor substrates have been also actively investigated. Zhang et al. 314 pointed out that weak vdW interactions between a single layer antimonene and graphene, preserves both structures, leaves the intrinsic properties of constituents intact, but a Schottky diode forms upon vertically applied electric field. Furthermore, n-type Schottky barrier to p-type Schottky barrier transition occurred when the interlayer distance was decreased down to 3.1 Å . Antimonene partially retained its indirect bandgap of 1.22 eV. Once antimonene is on the graphene substrate, 315 the vertical external electric field can control the Schottky barrier, as well as Schottky and Ohmic contacts at the antimonene/graphene interface. Similar to hb-As/Si, a sizeable bandgap opens at the Dirac point of the hb-Sb/Si heterostructure. 316 In addition, there are some studies, which consider the hb-Sb structure as a substrate material. For instance, Liu et al. studied h-BN/hb-Sb, hb-As/hb-Sb, and graphene/hb-Sb heterostructures, and they found that h-BN/hb-Sb and hb-As/hb-Sb are semiconductors with 0.14 and 0.31 eV gaps, respectively, while the graphene/hb-Sb heterostructure is metallic. 317 In another study on germanene/hb-Sb, it is reported that the calculated binding energy per Ge atom is up to 283 meV, which shows that bonding between the germanene and hb-Sb occurs by orbital hybridization or electrostatic interaction in addition to the weak vdW interaction. 318 Finally, bismuthene-metal contacts have also been recently studied. 319 It was found that bismuthene forms an n-type Schottky contact with Ag, Ti, and Ir electrodes and a p-type contact with Al, Au, and Pt electrodes; undergoing metallization, with Ohmic contact appearing in the vertical direction. When the Bi(111) bilayer was placed on the hBN substrate, this was found to support the topological insulating phase of the Bi bilayer, whereas on SiC, large spin and energy splittings were observed, promising for spintronics applications. 320 
VIII. COMPOUNDS AND ALLOYS
Unusual properties have been achieved in compounds or alloys constituted of group-VA elements. [322] [323] [324] For instance, a chemically ordered antimony arsenide (SbAs) compound which has rhombohedral crystal symmetry (A7 structure) is synthesized and found to be a semimetal. The bulk alloy of Bi 1-x Sb x can be semimetallic or semiconducting depending on the composition x. 325 Monolayers of group-VA compounds exhibit also different properties from their parent constituent monolayers. Zhu et al. investigated the stability of both sw-and hb-As 1-x P x compounds and showed that they can undergo a structural transition accompanied by direct-indirect bandgap change depending on the compositions x. 326 The SbAs monolayer has an indirect bandgap, while its bilayer displays semimetallic properties. 98 Liu et al. 97 investigated the hb structure of AsN, AsP, AsSb, and AsBi compounds, all being semiconductor with a bandgap in the range of 1.06 eV-2.05 eV. While hb-AsN is dynamically unstable, aw-AsN is predicted to be a dynamically stable semiconductor with an indirect bandgap in the visible light range. [327] [328] [329] A different kind of compound formation as a composite or lateral heterostructure of hb-As and hb-Sb has been also treated. 330 Depending on the composition, BiSb heterojunctions can transform from normal band insulators (NIs) to topological insulators (TIs). First-principles calculations predict that the transition point between TI and NI phases is at x ¼ 5 in hb-Bi x Sb 8-x and at x ¼ 3 in aw-Bi x Sb 4-x . 331 The energy gap involved is smaller than those of hb-SbBi. 332 Calculated values of the electronic mobility of sw-AsP compound are found to be higher than those of other 2D monolayers, such as MoS 2 , silicon or monolayer of sw-P. 35, [333] [334] [335] Point defects in hb-AsP or aw-AsP can tune the electronic and magnetic properties of the structures. 336 It is shown that the phosphorus nitride (PN) alloy also shows excellent anisotropic carrier mobility along specific directions. 337 
IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It is noteworthy that studies of nitrogen monolayers on various substrates go back to the 1970s. Kjerns et al. 338 investigated nitrogen films adsorbed on Grafoil (a basal-plane-oriented graphite) and showed that ordered N 2 molecules can be adsorbed on graphite at low temperatures ranging from 10 to 40 K, but they become disordered at higher temperatures. Later, Trabelsi and coworkers obtained nitrogen monolayer on MgO(100) for T ¼ 10-60 K, which consists of highly ordered N 2 molecules in the honeycomb structure. 339 Very recently, two dimensional nitrogen atomic sheets were epitaxially grown on GaAs by using the site-controlled N d-doping technique. 340 They observed a delocalized impurity band at 1.49 eV with increasing Ndoping density. While theoretical studies predict hb-N as a local minimum, 44 its synthesis still remains a challenge.
A photoluminescence peak of single layer P is observed at 1.45 eV. 35 Also, p-type FETs based on few layer phosphorene were fabricated. Synthesized phosphorene FETs exhibit ambipolar behavior with drain current modulation up to $10 5 , and a field-effect mobility value up to 1.000 cm 2 V À1 s À1 at room temperature. 341 Among diverse methods aiming at synthesizing few or single layer phosphorene, 342 the cleavage with tape, 35, 341 liquid-phase exfoliation, 343, 344 plasma-assisted fabrication, 341 and the Langmuir-Blodgett Assembly method 345 were used. Gomez et al. 346 obtained phosphorene by the mechanical exfoliation method, and they found that black phosphorus flakes are very hydrophilic, i.e., they can be etched away upon long term exposure to air moisture. Recent research efforts focused on 2D nanomaterials for biosensor applications. 347, 348 Cui et al. 349 fabricated a few-layer phosphorene field effect transistor (FET) by the layer-bylayer deposition method detecting Poly-L-lysine (PLL) linker molecules and Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) antibody. Also, the sw-P and poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) composite was prepared by Li et al. to immobilize hemoglobin (Hb) directly on the electrode. It is suggested that sw-P accelerates the direct electrochemistry of Hb. 350 These results indicate that sw-P can be a promising material for biosensing applications. 349 Despite numerous theoretical predictions about the orthorhombic arsenene (o-As or sw-As) monolayers, its successful synthesis has not been achieved yet. According to the calculations by Schmidt et al. 351 pristine o-As is metastable, whereas As x P 1-x structures are thermodynamically stable. 351 Zhou et al. 352 have successfully synthesized the layered As x P 1-x materials (for x ¼ 0, 0.25, 0.4, and 0.83) by the exfoliation method. Their results show that the change of As x P 1-x bandgaps is not linearly dependent on the composition x. A year later, Tsai et al. synthesized multilayer arsenene nanoribbons on InAs using the plasma-assisted process. 66 Nevertheless, this structure is not continuous on the substrate, rather it is like a pile of multilayer nanoribbons. They deduced the structure as washboard, and estimated its bandgap as 2.3 eV. 66 Very recently, similar to the synthesis of silicene, freestanding like monolayer hb-As on Ag (111) is synthesized by Shah et al. 353 First, the Ag(111) substrate was kept at 250-350 C, and then, it is exposed to As atoms. The experimental value of the indirect bandgap of hb-As was deduced to be $1.4 eV. 353 Ultrathin antimonene films were grown for the first time on Bi 2 Te 3 and Sb 2 Te 3 substrates using the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method by Lei et al. 354 in 2016. However, it was revealed that the electronic band structure depends on which substrate antimonene was grown on. The same year, Ji et al. 355 synthesized antimonene via van der Waals epitaxy with very high stability after aging in air for 30 days. 355 Moreover, it shows high electrical conductivity up to 10 4 Sm À1 and good optical transparency in the visible light range. 355 Also, like phosphorene, antimonene was synthesized by the liquid-phase exfoliation method 288, 356 and micromechanical exfoliation 357 Owing to its high stability and antioxidant capacity, antimonene can be a suitable material for optical devices. The experimental results of Song et al. 356 verify that antimonene based microfibers could operate as a stable nonlinear photonics device. A giant nonlinear refractive index of $10 À5 cm 2 W À1 was recently revealed by Lu et al. 358 These findings herald the utility of antimonene-based photonic devices in communication technologies. Additionally, unlike phosphorene, antimonene does not react with water and is not significantly contaminated upon exposure to ambient conditions. 67 Following the predictions of Uzengi-Akturk et al., 46 Deschênes et al. 359 synthesized antimonene on germanium substrates using solid-source molecular beam epitaxy. Tsai et al. 265 also fabricated antimonene nanoribbons by the plasmaassisted process on the InSb substrate with a bandgap of $2.03 eV estimated by photoluminescence measurements at room temperature. Very recently, antimonene in the washboard structure was experimentally synthesized, and found to be topologically nontrivial in the quantum spin Hall class. 360 Similar to silicene, flat antimonene was grown epitaxially on the Ag(111) substrate. 68 Finally, theoretically predicted fluorinated antimonene was synthesized using the method of ionic liquid-assisted electrochemical exfoliation and synchronous fluorination by Zhang et al., 361 which has a direct bandgap unlike bare antimonene having an indirect bandgap.
An ultrathin Bi film with a puckered structure can be grown on the Si(111)-(7 Â 7) substrate. However, beyond four atomic layers, it starts to transform into a bulk (001) single crystal at room temperature. 184 Four monolayer Bi(110) nanoribbons were epitaxially obtained by Sun et al. 69 on graphene on 4H-SiC(0001) with a bandgap of 0.4 eV measured at the center of the ribbon. Lu et al. revealed that 2 and 4 monolayers of Bi (110) films with a flat surface are good elemental 2D materials with nontrivial topological properties. 362 Their experimental results and first principles calculations showed that the topological nature of Bi (110) films is sensitive to the atomic buckling which is tunable via charge doping and could be controlled by choosing different substrates on which Bi(110) films are grown. 362 While most Bi ultrathin films were grown on the Si(111) substrate, [363] [364] [365] [366] recently, Reis et al. 367 synthesized a Bi honeycomb structure with a relatively large gap of 0.8 eV on top of SiC(0001). Few-layers bismuthene, which was synthesized very recently by the sonochemical exfoliation method had an optical pulse value of 652 femtoseconds and is now considered as an excellent material for ultrafast absorber devices. 368 Bismuth nanoribbons, which have been produced by the potentiostatic electrochemical method display high electrocatalytic abilities for the detection of biological poisoning of heavy metal ions, such as Pb and Cd, hence can be utilized as biosensors. 369 
X. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS
This review article presents an overview of 2D monolayers and multilayers of group-VA elements, providing a concise discussion on their diverse allotropes together with the atomic structure, stability, and mechanical properties, unusual electronic, optical, magnetic, and thermal properties unveiled so far, recent progress made in their synthesis, as well as on experimental findings heralding potential technological applications. Based on the extensive theoretical and experimental studies, a majority of 2D structures discussed in this review range from semimetal to wide bandgap semiconductor and hence comprise a wide range of electronic and optical properties. In addition, 2D structures of Sb and Bi, and their compounds with a strong spin-orbit coupling, narrow bandgap, and band inversions are candidates for topologically nontrivial behavior and diverse quantum states. In view of the discussions in this review, one concludes that 2D structures of group-VA elements constitute a class of materials comprising extensive theoretical and experimental research potential, insofar hiding fundamental breakthroughs. Of course, the realization of all theoretically predicted results requires the fabrication/synthesis of the structures under study. We believe that the growth of new materials and their functionalization offer new challenges. In particular, the growth of hexagonal buckled nitrogene is fundamentally critical. Mechanical exfoliation from parent, layered 3D crystals like graphite has been a prevailing procedure to obtain few-layers or monolayer. Even if this method worked for graphene 4,5 very well, it is not suitable for its "cousins" such as silicene or germanene. On the other hand, recent experimental attempts to obtain few-layers or monolayer of group-VA structures through exfoliation showed that only sw-phospherene can be obtained by mechanical exfoliation method, while other group-VA structures can be synthesized only on substrates by epitaxial growth techniques.
In view of the previous research studies, there is an open field for crucial features which need to be further investigated. For example, while the electronic and optical properties depend on the stacking sequence and can be tuned by the number of layers, the nature of interlayer interaction in multilayers is not thoroughly understood. A few theoretical studies suggest that multilayers of some group-VA elements differ from van der Waals solids due to the significant chemical interaction between the layers. In this respect, the strength of chemical interaction between the layers needs to be investigated extensively to reveal whether vertical bonds can form. Another topic that needs to be considered for future research is the lateral and vertical heterostructures of the monolayers of group-VA elements. While group-VA/graphene, group-VA/metal heterostructures are intensively examined, single and multiple heterostructures of constituted from the junctions of different group-VA monolayers or multilayers forming the semiconductor/semiconductor junction or quantum structures can be a fruitful subject of research offering interesting applications. In particular, the heterostructures formed by the junction of topologically nontrivial/trivial monolayers is of current interest. Although many theoretical studies prove the energetically or dynamically stable vertical group-VA/2D-substrate heterostructures, there is no study heralding the synthesis of a heterostructure with a monolayer of the group-VA structure, yet. However, the few layer hb-P/h-BN heterostructure is fabricated and remained stable for more than 300 h in ambient conditions. This result can pave the way to the synthesis of a stable Some of the 2D monolayers of group-VA elements display strong directionality in diverse physical properties. This behavior can be implemented in the in-plane, commensurate lateral heterostructures, to produce 2D monolayers consisting of parallel stripes of group-VA elements. Such composite mono or multilayers can offer interesting technological applications. Similar effects can be realized by the monatomic chains of group-VA elements attached to their monolayers. In this respect, the research on monatomic chains by further lowering the dimensionality from 2D to strictly 1D is expected to unveil interesting and fundamental properties.
Considering biological activities based on phosphorene revealed in many previous studies, the decoration of group-VA monolayers by organic molecules, in particular, self-assembly of organic molecules such as amino acids on phosphorene, as well as on others can be potential research directions, both theoretically and experimentally.
Briefly, this review article has shown that 2D monolayers of group-VA elements display important mechanical, optoelectronic, magnetic, and thermal properties, which can be further modified by forming multilayers, junctions, adatom, and organic molecule coating, patterned defects, constructing compounds or composites. These structures attaining novel properties have the potential to generate further research activities. We hope and expect that this review will be a platform summarizing this rapidly developing subject for the reader who can make further fundamental contributions and seminal discoveries mediating useful applications.
